
Picking and Decoding the CY24 Lock Using 
the Lishi 2 in 1 Pick and Decoder

CY24



This tool is for the Chrysler CY24 (Silca reference) 
lock. The lock has 4 key heights and 8 spaces but 
position 1 is not used in the door lock, so the tool has 
positions 2 to 8. The tool is designed for IC Card 161, 
series M1 to M2168 and series VN0 to VN1999.
The lock follows a 1 up and 1 down pattern and 
prefers a medium tension. It picks equally as well 
in either direction and shows no preference to 
sequence picking.

As you can see in the above picture, the tool is of 
the single lifter type. Normally this means you would 
decode in the opposite direction to that in which you 
pick the lock in. However this is one of the few single 
lifter tools that does not follow this rule - this single 
lifter tool actually decodes in the same direction 
as you pick the lock in!

As the lock shows no preferences to sequence 
picking, traditional picking procedures are adopted. 
We locate and pick just the binding wafers. If the 
wafer has any movement at all, then leave it 
alone - locate and only pick a binding wafer.

Insert the tool and apply a medium tension               Position 5 is the 1st position to bind & pick

General Information

The Picking Process



Position 7 is the next to bind and pick                         Position 3 is the next to bind and pick

Position 4 is the next to bind and pick                         Position 6 is the next to bind and pick

Position 8 is the next to bind & pick                             Position 3 is the final position to bind & pick

The lock then opens



The Decode Process 

At this point we want to remind you that even though 
this is a single lifter design of tool, this lock decodes 
in the same direction that we picked it in, and not 
opposite as with other single lifter tools.

Position 2 reads as a No 4 cut                                                Position 3 reads as a No 2 cut

Position 4 reads as a No 1 cut                                                Position 5 reads as a No 3 cut

Position 6 reads as a No 2 cut                                                Position 7 reads as a No 3 cut

Position 8 reads as a No 2 cut

So the lock decodes from bow to tip
Positions 2 to 8 as cuts: 4213232.

Maintain tension holding the lock in the picked 
open position and decode in the same direction as 
you picked from bow to tip starting at position 2.


